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Background Multivariate risk factors

• Low energy fractures of  the femoral diaphysis in pre-school 
children are a common injury

• Standard of  care includes closed treatment with or without 
reduction and casting, typically with a one or two legged spica
cast.

• Usage of  operative techniques such as elastic nailing are 
controversial in this patient population, but indications often 
include failure to maintain acceptable alignment.

• “Acceptable” alignment should be maintained in casting, AAOS 
guidelines were unclear in terms of  when to intervene when 
casting does not result in acceptable alignment.

• Our goal was to identify the incidence of  unacceptable alignment 
at cast removal.

• Additionally we wished to identify factors which could lead to 
increased risk of  unacceptable alignment at healing

Methods

• 132 children between the ages of  3-6 years old identified over an 
11 year time frame who had diaphyseal femur fractures treated by 
closed means at a single Level 1 pediatric trauma hospital

• Fractures were assessed at initial injury, upon cast removal and at 
final follow up

• Two raters assessed whether the alignment was “Acceptable” per 
Lovell and Winter’s Criteria (less than 20 degrees angulated in any 
plane and less than 3cm of  shortening (ICC 0.816 excellent 
agreement)

• Multivariate Binary Logistic Regression was performed to assess 
independent risk factors for unacceptable alignment at healing

Results

Results (Summary)

• 35.6% of  patients healed in suboptimal alignment following cast 
treatment of  diaphyseal femur fractures

• Fractures which had the greatest chance of  healing in suboptimal 
alignment were comminuted or transverse fractures, fractures 
which were in the proximal 1/3 of  the diaphysis and fractures with 
more than 8 degrees of  coronal angulation at presentation.

• Having one of  these risk factors resulted in a 45% chance of  
unacceptable alignment at healing. Having 2 factors resulted in a 
92% chance and 3 factors had 99% chance of  healing in 
unacceptable alignment

• In spite of  this, at final follow up only 1 patient had a leg length 
discrepancy(LLD)  of  2 cm and 2 patients had a LLD of  1 cm.

• No patient had revision surgery or osteotomy at final follow up

• No long term follow up was available.

Discussion

• A little over 1/3 of  patients treated with closed reduction and spica
casting healed in unacceptable alignment

• High risk fractures were identifiable using characteristics 
available at the time of  injury, and include

• Transverse or Comminuted fractures

• Proximal 1/3 Fractures

• Fractures with greater than 8 degrees of  coronal angulation at 
presentation

• Long term sequelae of  ”unacceptable” alignment in this age group 
is currently unknown

Conclusions

• Although 1/3 of  preschool diaphyseal femur fractures heal in what 
would be considered to be “unacceptable” alignment, the long 
term sequelae of  this is currently unknown

• We saw very minimal deleterious effects of  this alignment in our 
population, with only one child needing even a small lift due to a 
2cm LLD

• Due to the lack of  long term follow up it is unclear to us at this 
point if  any child will need surgery as a result of  the malalignment 
at healing

• Although it is likely that a majority of  these will remodel with time, 
it is difficult for us to say this with any certainty due to lack of  long 
term follow up

• If  these results hold up over time it is possible that we will need to 
revisit our ideas about “Acceptability” of  alignment in this 
population.
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